
Shan� Men�
11 High Street, Wakefield, United Kingdom

+441924277677

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Shans from Wakefield. Currently, there are 12 courses
and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about Shans:
eating is delicious and the staff is friendly. I loved the fish pakora here. also the hugging and garnel was tasty

and spicy. would they visit again safely! Many thanks for the amazing eating and service! read more. The
restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and be served in pleasant weather. What User doesn't like

about Shans:
Arrived after 1 hour 20 minutes. Dishes lacked any rounded spice flavour but just overloaded with cayenne

pepper to render them inedible. Sizzling starter bulked up with low quality chicken wings I usually live this at an
Indian). Dissapointing doesn 't quite cover it. Worst curry takeaway. I have had. Play it again Shan? No thanks
change the record mate read more. If you want to spoil your palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to
be: The imaginative Asian fusion cuisine of the Shans from Wakefield - a delicious mix of the familiar and the

unexpected, One also prepares dishes deliciously and freshly with original Indian spices. There are also
exquisite dishes available, typical for Europe, On the menu there are also several Asian meals.
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Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Sid� dishe�
RICE

Chicke�
CHILLI CHICKEN

Pakor� - Vorspeise�
PAKORA

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Indischer Rei�
GARLIC RICE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

CHICKEN TIKKA

NAAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

SALAD

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

GARLIC

CHICKEN

EGG
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 17:00-12:00
Monday 17:00-12:00
Tuesday 17:00-12:00
Wednesday 17:00-12:00
Thursday 17:00-12:00
Friday 17:00-01:00
Saturday 17:00-01:00
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